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2024
WORLD TOUR

All grades/levels - French Music & Culture Festival
Minimum 400 students to host a show in your area

60-75 minute event with live French music from ÉTIENNE, 
DJ DELF, and more. Plus, many guest appearances from 
NBA, NHL, and music celebs like Justin Bieber, Pierre 
Bouvier (Simple Plan), LeFLOFRANCO, Missy D, and more.
.

Each event includes French food,* music downloads for
students, prizes, plus hundreds in free resources for teachers.
Cost as low as only $5 per student*. Check tour calendar. 

Contact us today to find out if FESTIVAL FRANÇAIS
FRANÇAIS will be in your area soon: info@educorock.com

FESTIVAL

www.rockyourclass.com/concerts
*Dependent on location
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SCHOOL

Concert

TOUR 2024

Core French: Grades 2-8 / French Immersion: Grades 1-6 / 300 students max. per show.

50 minute concert includes hit songs by DJ DELF and popular ÉTIENNE songs including Aller,
Avoir II (w/Justin Bieber), PTF?, Chevaliers de la table ronde, La salle de classe, and more.

Each booking includes a free resource prep package (value $100+). Cost is $750 (plus HST).
Book two shows at your school and second show is only $500 (plus HST). Travel fee extra.
Organize a mini-tour with other schools in your area to save!

Contact us today to find out if DJ DELF will be in your area soon: info@educorock.com

DJ DELF

www.rockyourclass.com/concerts
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  ROCK
     RIRE

Core French: Grades 3-8 / French Immersion: Grades 1-6    

With 30 books in your students hands, join ÉTIENNE as he
hosts this recorded event that you can access at anytime with
any of your classes. Cost is only $750 (plus HST).

Choose from: 
JE ME PRÉSENTE or SUIVEZ MES DIRECTIONS

30 readers and 30 minutes of literacy fun and games that will
get your students listening, reading, and writing in French as
host ÉTIENNE leads them through a series of guided
challenges on your full access video recording of the LIRE
ROCK et RIRE event. Also available as a LIVE event.

LIRE

www.rockyourclass.com/concerts

  et

x30

FRENCHLITERACYPARTY


